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Abstract
This project is based on the Italian workers’ movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Having
this as the foundation, we view the two movements, Potere Operaio and Autonomia
Operaia, and their involvement in the events as well as we look at the philosopher An-
tonio Negri’s revolutionary thoughts within this time period. Issues like ”the subject
of power” and ”autoriduzione” are brought up in the project, both from the theoretical
perspective of Antonio Negri and through the movements and the revolutionary actions
of the ’60s and ’70s.
This project covers the dimensions of ’History and Culture’ and ’Science and Philoso-
phy’.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Dimensions
This project covers the dimensions of ’History and Culture’ and ’Science and Philoso-
phy’.
The dimension of ’History and Culture’ is covered by our historical overview of the
history of Italy in the 1960s and 70s, as well as the work on the two workers movements,
Potere Operaio and Autonomia Operaia. We have through these movements developed
an understanding of Italian history.
We also cover the dimension of ’Philosophy and Science’, as the project is concerned
with the Italian political philosopher Antonio Negri. Negri’s interpretation of Marx
and Lenin in context with the Italian workers’ struggle is the essence of the dimension
of ’Philosophy and Science’ as well as it is the connecting link between history and
philosophy in this project.
1.2 Delimitation and Process Description
We have had to undergo several delimitations in order to come up with a coherent
project and to compromise the different wishes of the group members. One of the
results from this process can be illustrated by describing the choices that we, often
due to the lack of material, have had to make.
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We started of by leaning towards the semester theme of ”Time, Space and Identity”
and with exile as our main point of departure. We originally wanted to write a project
about the exile of Antonio Negri, an Italian philosopher. With this in mind, and
to fulfill the theme of time and space, the idea was to illustrate his character and
philosophical work before, during and after his imprisonment in 1979. As the material
available to us and the period of time was to immense to cover, when thinking of
our deadline, we abandoned this idea. This made us argue back and forth on how to
approach the project and which direction to follow. We became growingly interested
in the Italian left-wing movements, and some suggested excluding Negri. This was,
more or less, the stage we had reached by the time of the midterm evaluation and this
was a frustrating reality that nevertheless began to push forward an urge for a solution.
We had at this point read a lot of material about Negri and the different movements
which he had been involved in. This made it obvious to all that it would be a mistake
to exclude Negri from the project and we finally settled with a common acceptance
that our project should consist of his philosophical works until his imprisonment in
1979, as to oppose some of the radical left-wing movements that were active at the
same time. This approach also meant that we would move away from our previous
interest concerning the accusations and charges against Negri that eventually lead to
his imprisonment. When thinking of movements the Brigate Rosse(Red Brigades), is
still today on of the most notorious movement, of the time period, known for its radical
measures and violent actions. We nevertheless soon realised that it made more sense
to include Potere Operaio and Autonomia Operaia, since they were the movements
that Negri had been most involved in. Our concern now was to delimit some of all
the potential direction still at hand and we decided to look these movements from the
beginning of Negri’s involvement. This meant that we now would cover a period from
the late 1960s to the late 1970, the moment of his imprisonment. Another way for us
to make even further delimitations was to seek a connection between the actions of the
workers’ and the students’ struggle in the works of Negri. This proved to be a clever
move as it allowed us to focus on a few concepts within the immense amount works
produced by Negri and choose just a few of relevance to the movements in our project.
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1.3 Methodology and Theory
We start out by presenting the reader to a preface, in order to summarise and guide
our reader through the different parts of the project. This leads us to the theories of
Antonio Negri rooted in his interpretation of Marx and Lenin. The works of Antonio
Negri provides us with a philosophical understanding and approach to the struggles of
the workers and protesting of the students during the 1960s and 70s. This includes
presented concepts as ’workers’ party against work’, autoriduzione(self reduction) and
the revolutionary subject - these actions were according to Negri means to unmask the
States direct interference.
Following this part we start our historical section. We provide a historical overview
that illustrates the social and political circumstances that surrounds the struggles of the
1960s and 70s. In relation to the Italian history and Antonio Negri, we have focused
on two movements. Potere Operaio, a workerist movement created during the "Hot
Autumn of 69", and Autonomia Operaia, an autonomous movement founded in 1972
- the movement Antonio Negri joined after Potere Operaio. The emphasis will lie on
the Autonomia Operaia’s autonomy, its creation and internal division. Finally we will
provide a discussion on the background of the attempted workers’ revolution.
1.4 Bibliographic Discussion
Our primary sources in this project has been two collections of pamphlets written by
Antonio Negri in the 1960s and 70s, "Books for Burning - Between Civil War and Rev-
olution" and "Time for Revolution".
Both books illustrate the thoughts of Negri and his inspirations concerning the events
and movements that he was involved with and therefore serves as main literature for
the chapter, "Antonio Negri". These books are important to our project as they both
connect the theories of Marx and Lenin with the ’new worker’ a modern Italian indi-
vidual(ie. in the 1960s and 70s).
Our historical knowledge is based on secondary literature, mainly due to the lack
of primary sources available in English. This means that the sources we have been
using do not only state the events or the historical facts, but also provide analyses
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of the course of events; this is the main reason why we have chosen not to include
an analysis of our own in this project, since it would be unavoidable to analysis the
already existing analyses.
As secondary literature we include such works as: "Longmans Italian History 1871-
1982", which has been used in the historical overview as it provides an insight of the
political and social conditions in modern Italian history during the 1960s and 70s.
The following three sources have been used to improve the understanding of both the
historical overview and the movement Potere Operaio.
The primary understanding of the events and movements that occurred in the 1960s
Italy was gained from the book "Social Movements, Political Violence, and the State.
A Comparative Analysis of Italy and Germany" by Donatella della Porta. Though the
book itself focused mainly on the violence that occurred in the 1960s and ’70s Italian
social movements, it did serve as a good reference point for the later investigations on
the topic movements - Potere Operaio.
It is also worth to mention the journal "Radical America" from March-April 1973,
published during this period of time which this project is focusing on, it gives a good
idea of the events (what and why?) from an outside perspective.
Eventually, the greatest source of reference became Steve Wright’s "Storming Heaven:
Class Composition and Struggle in Italian Autonomist Marxism". When the previous
sources had, to a larger part, helped to clarify the events and issues behind workers,
then this book assisted in the understanding of the theoretical approach current in the
movements.
"The philosophy of Antonio Negri - Resistance in Practice", is a collection of articles,
we have mainly used two of these articles: "Into The Factories: Negri’s Lenin and the
Subjective Caesura(1968-73)" by Michael Hardt who co-authored "The Empire" with
Negri in 2000, this article has provided an understanding of Lenin’s significance to
Negri. The other article we have used from this book is by Steve Wright and called
"A Party of Autonomy?" this article has been the foundation for most of the chapter
”Autonomia Operaio” as it provides both historical insight and an analysis of the
importance of the discourses on what type of movement Autonomia aimed to be.
The above mentioned books and articles represent only the most significant literature
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used in the project, other books and articles have, nevertheless, been used as inspiration
and supporting material.
1.5 Problem Formulation
As have been presented to the reader, our focus lies upon on the Italian history in the
1960s and 70s and within this broad frame particularly on the philosopher Antonio
Negri and the movements connected to him; here are our main questions:
How can the work of the movements, Potere Operaio and Autonomia
Operaia, and Antonio Negri be seen in the workers struggle in the 1960s
and 70s Italy?
What role does Antonio Negri play in these struggles?
How did Potere Operaio and Autonomia Operaia participate in the workers’ struggle?
What are the contradictions between the revolution in theory and action?
These issues will be further elaborated on throughout the project.
1.6 Preface
In the late 1960’s and throughout 1970’s the attention of the whole of Italy was
directed towards the workers’ struggle in the factories.
From the early 1960’s onwards the left-wing intellectuals, amongst others Negri, saw
the inability from the existing labour unions, since they did not adequately respond to
the growing discontent of the workers. The intellectuals started to involve themselves
in the struggle. Their participations were in the beginning limited to a level of
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discussion and analyses, of the events at the factories, in their left-wing journals. It
was not until the late 1960’s that the events evolved, that the intellectuals found
themselves increasingly active in the movements.
This leads us to our interest in the workers’ movements, Potere Operaio and Autonomia
Operaia, both founded with the help of intellectuals. Potere Operaio’s main goal was
to link the students and the workers in order to provide a theoretical basis for their
struggle.
Autonomia Operaia was an open and more autonomous movement, it was created
to bring the working class struggle back to the workers, but the autonomy of the
movement appealed to a much wider range of people and therefore quickly divided
into many micro-fractions within the main movement.
Antonio Negri is one of the most well known of the intellectuals who were active during
this period of events, the late 1960s and 70s. It is his involvement in both of the above
mentioned groups and his theoretical works on workers’ struggles that made him one
of the most outstanding figures of that time. Negri perceives the actions beginning
with the "Hot Autumn" of 1969 as an expression of ’the subject of power’, the worker,
and its struggle against exploitation.
Negri switched movements from Potere Operaio to Autonomia Operaia in the early
1970’s. This was done due to disagreements concerning the future structure of Potere
Operaio. Negri instead chose to enter the newly born movement Autonomia Operaia.
We argue that Negri entered the movement since it was new and autonomous, a feature
that gave him the opportunity to live out his own new ideas inspired of Marx and Lenin.
Lenin encouraged to open the party up towards being a mass movement, in order to
gain the most from the spontaneity of the proletariat (more about Marx and Lenin
in the appendix). It is this same, spontaneity, that Negri describes when he talks
about individual moments of struggle and the power of the subject, and it therefore
reveals their connection. We claim that this is one of the reasons why he changed to a
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movement with autonomous capacity. Capacity in the sense that the movement was
able to include a wider branch of minority groups to fight for a common cause.
Negri’s focus on the power of the subject is taken to a higher level than Lenin’s and an
actually emphasis on the material desires and needs of the individual Italian worker is
from Negri’s point of view his contribution to the modern class struggle. The means
of production in modern Italy are much more advanced than during the times of
Marx and Lenin, this gives the modern Italian worker, according to Negri, a much
more vital function at the factories. A function that from his theoretical point of view
can be used as a powerful tool to create a new revolution. The kind of revolution
that in contrary to the Leninist revolution, comprehends the needs and desires of the
individual and essentially respect the modern worker as a subject of power. To Negri,
this is one of his most important contribution to the struggles of the workers against
the exploitation by the bourgeois’.
The workers’ struggle for better conditions at the factories gave the intellectuals an
opportunity to create a practical revolution on the basis of their theoretical ideas and
dreams. It is this balance between the theory of revolution and the historical events
that are the core of this project.
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Antonio Negri
2.1 Introducing Negri
Antonio Negri (1933-), was born in Padua and grew up in an upper-middleclass family.
Inspired by the readings of Karl Marx (at his stay in an Israeli Kibbutz), influenced
Negri to become politically active in 1954. At the University of Padua, Negri, now in
his early thirties, soon became a professor after having graduated with the ”highest
honours in his department”. His political engagement at the university was noticeable
as he along with students and academics, motivated workers at the chemical factories
of Porto Marghera by introducing them to the readings of Marx (Donadio, R, 2001, 52).
2.2 Negri and Potere Operaio
Potere Operaio (Workers Power), became the centre of attention in the late 1960s
when the movement led the occupation of the Fiat Factories in Turin. Negri was
in relations to these events a prominent figure as he both assisted in the foun-
dation of the movement and at the same time, held the title of professor at the
University of Padua. This position made it possible for him to inspire and lead
the young students in a massive support of the workers struggle at the factories.
(Donadio, R. 2001, 52) It is nevertheless difficult to make a precise determination of
Negri’s influence on the groups, or the groups influence on Negri. ”An adequate analy-
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sis would certainly require extensive historical study” (Murphy and Mustapha 2005, 8).
We will nevertheless do our best to draw some parallels that may indicate Negri’s
influence on two of the groups which he was involved in. This of course implies the
importance of his Marxist-Leninist approach and attitudes that, as we will illustrate,
influenced the works of Negri and the appearance and actions of both Potere Operaio
and Autonomia Operaia.
2.3 When Looking Back
When imprisoned in 1979, Negri looked back at his role in the movements during an
interview and explains the rhetoric that he used back then, by claiming that ”there
was no way to talk politics other than via Leninism...,” (Murphy, S, and Mustapha, A,
2005, 13).
2.4 Connecting The Theories
Of Negri With The Movements
We will, to develop a better understanding of these events and to obtain a better idea of
the role of Negri, as an intellectual, include ”Books for Burning” and ”Time for Revolu-
tion” as some of the philosophical works produced by Negri during the 1960s and 1970s.
Attained from this material and many other articles are presented slogans like ’Workers’
party against work’ and ’autoriduzione’(self-reduction). These concepts are relevant
to our project, since they were used by the movements and thoroughly elaborated by
Negri. We will, in addition, look into what Negri defines as the ’revolutionary subject’.
This emphasis on the ’revolutionary subject’, when describing the workers (prole-
tariat), is to Negri a personal discovery made accessible through his interpretations
of Lenin (1870-1924), and their understanding of Karl Marx (1818-83)(Negri, 2005, 54).
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We will furthermore look at Negri’s postulated thesis claiming that the riots caused
by Potere Operaio and Autonomia Operaia were means to unmask the ”States direct
involvement in the process of production and exploitation” in favour of the bourgeois’
(Negri, 2005a, 9). Some of these slogans and ideas will be presented in sections of their
own, but they will as intertwining concepts overlap each other at some points in order
to provide a fulfilling and coherent meaning.
2.5 Explaining Workers Party Against Work
”Workers’ party against work-this is the slogan we must make sense of.”
Negri’s aim is to ”take up the offensive again on the basis of a communist program
of appropriation and armed struggle”. He recognises through his readings that he, in
order to do so, will have to empower the Italian working class against exploitation.
Negri urges this struggle, as the ’bosses’ (those who control the means of production),
in order to maintain power, have turned the organisation of the workers against them
through differentiation. Negri defines the working class as the ”magnitudes that
constitute capital” (Negri, 2005, 51-52). This essentially means that the foundation
and existence of capitalist society, from Negri’s point of view, is composed around the
workers. It is their occupation and access to the means of production that represent
the key to their own emancipation.
The workers must recognise this powerful function in capitalist society, and claim back
their rightful position within society by taking control over the means of production.
This Marxist approach and presentation by Negri, is supposed to reveal the ironic
paradox of an exploitive relationship between the working class, and the bourgeois’
who own the factories. From this viewpoint, the workers have been caught in a
trap - a social construction that is working against them and in the advantage of
the bourgeois’. The workers will, according to Negri, have to fight the powers and
mechanism that have an interest in these exploitive conditions. This must be done
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by using the necessary means and if necessary, be assisted ”from above” (Negri 2005,
53-54).
When stating ’from above’, Negri views it as his and other intellectuals’ duty to
provide the workers with their guidance and assistance in their struggles. A support
and approach to change the present state of things, rooted in their readings of Marx, as
this following quotation presented by Negri reveals: ”The epistemological break is the
birth of organisation, which turns the scientific point of view on existing reality into a
set of technical tools for a process of destruction of the present state of things.”(Negri,
2005, 54).
It is, in other words, time for revolution as soon as the workers have been enlightened
and become prepared to change the ’present state of things’. This is an opportunity
and prospect made possible, since ”they are the heart of capitalist production”. The
riots and takeover of factories, like in Turin, by workers and students, succeeded
as they managed to paralyse an entire industry of major importance to the Italian
economy. These actions lead us directly to another part of Negri’s thesis concerning
the interference of the State.
2.6 Unmasking The States Direct Involvement
These confrontational actions caused by Potere Operaio and later Autonomia Operaia,
were by Negri viewed as means to unmask the ”State’s direct involvement in the
process of production and exploitation” (Negri, 2005a, 9). And the State did, as we
illustrate in our historical part, seek to prevent these actions and strikes from taking
place by the use of brute force. Such behaviour supports the thesis of Negri when
he speaks of the capitalist States direct interference as a suppressing institution that
supports exploitative circumstances in advantage of the bourgeois’. This prophesy of
Negri, concerning the interference of the State, is supposed to catch the attention of
the workers and urge their personal understanding of the complex institutions and
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Section: 2.7. The Importance Of
Providing Something Substantially New
mechanisms that surround them. This is an understanding that eventually is supposed
to incline them to take action and change the present state of things.
The complexity does in this case imply to those circumstances of a modern Italy and
its turbulent past. This is why the notion of time and space become relevant factors
worth mentioning when reading through the Italian history and when reflecting on the
thoughts of Negri and his colleague’s, since they were inspired by these social struggles
during the 1960s and 1970s.
2.7 The Importance Of
Providing Something Substantially New
Negri and his colleagues were, as previously mentioned, struggling to contribute with
something new in their readings and interpretation of Marx and Lenin. One of the
examples that Negri himself highlights in his pamphlets, is when he describes how
Marx also reflected upon, ”[t]he necessity of individual moments of struggle, rather
than in relation to the functioning of the fundamental laws of the system” (Negri,
2005, 53).
This interpretation and emphasis on individual moments of struggle become important
in relation to Marx’ theory of crisis, and essential to Negri, as it ”manifests itself in the
shape of a qualitative crisis that is substantially new and that weighs heavily on deeper
and more essential mechanisms of capitalist accumulation”. This is why the subject is
given such a great importance within the work of Negri, and why an understanding of
its nature at a given time in history, is important when wanting to change the present
state of things. Negri witnesses how the workers during their struggles, after a period of
time, manage to redefine their role and how they become more dominant and influential
as actors within the system: truly a subject of power and not an object of exploitation.
(Negri, 2005, 56).
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2.8 The Role Of Intellectuals
Negri is, in general, content with the course of events concerning the workers’ and
students’ actions surrounding the factories during the 1970s. He views these violent
riots and the clashes with the exercising forces of the State, as unavoidable and
necessary in times of revolution. The events furthermore give him thoughts and
material to elaborate on as he constantly seeks to be at the level of events. Negri is
eager to capture these events as they happen, in order to transfer them and put them
in a relevant context within his philosophical works (Murphy and Mustapha, 2005,
7). This expression of Negri’s could easily be perceived as arbitrary, since the riots
could be interpreted as a non-coherent or merely anarchistic outbursts of violence.
Negri, nevertheless, seeks to make sense of this anarchy and was convinced that Marx
committed a major neglect, as he underestimated the power of a coordinated subject.
It is this subject, in all its aspects, that Negri as an intellectual now wants to make
use of through his attempts to reunite the struggles of the working class (in Marxian
terms the ’proletariat’). This illustration is furthermore emphasised at a much later
stage when Michael Hardt, co-author of ’the Empire’, interprets some of the material
presented by Negri and states:
He knew ”that it was their role as intellectuals to clarify and lend a theoretical
coherence to the direction of the mass struggles in order to further their objectives and
construct the newly emerging norms of collective behaviour” (Murphy and Mustapha,
2005, 7).
2.9 Autonomy And
The Revolutionary Subject
It is Negri’s emphasis on what he describes as the ”revolutionary subject” that in his
opinion, assisted by his interpretations of Lenin, brings a somewhat new approach to
his readings of Marx. It is this highlighted point of view that we will take a closer look
at, as we investigate Negri’s influence on the movements. Or, the movements influence
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on Negri, for, as Michael Hardt states: ”To disentangle the genealogy of the different
lines of thought and verify when Negri was forwarding an original proposal and when
he was merely repeating the generally held view,” would be nearly impossible (Murphy
and Mustapha 2005, 9).
This view, concerning when someone wants to determine who influenced who during
these events, becomes somewhat problematic. Especially if one wishes to emphasise
the role and importance of either the movements, or the influence provided by the
interference of intellectuals like Negri. It is this complexity that the Italian government
was caught in and tried to avoid during their prosecutions and investigations of the
autonomous groups in the late 1970s. The structure of Autonomia Operaia was so
diffuse and composite, this was something that in many cases made it impossible for the
State to grasp their nature. Eventually it was impossible to uphold the accusations put
against people like Negri, whom they perceived as leaders. This too, explains and helps
us to understand why most charges against him were dropped. And furthermore, helps
us to comprehend the frustration from the prosecutor’s side during the trials of Negri,
and why they eventually presented the general, but harsh, accusation against him,
of having encouraged and led an armed resurrection against the State (Negri, 2005, xiii).
2.10 Recognising The Subject Of Power
The violent events surrounding Potere Operaio and their struggles at the factories
had, according to Negri, taken a course in a direction that he could not follow, leaving
him with less influence. His walk away from Potere Operaio and involvement in the
foundation of Autonomia Operaia in 1973 was a step that helped him to uphold
his intellectual influence and engagement as an activist of the far left (Donadio,
2001, 52-53). The creation of Autonomia Operaia was towards Negri, seen as an
opportunity to improve some of the errors that in his opinion had been committed by
Potere Operaio (Workers Power). To him the violent riots had, ”raced far beyond”
his imagination, but they had, as previously described, nevertheless lived up to his
dreams and hopes, (Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 7) as they had helped to unmask
the purpose of the State. All of these events were influencing and inspiring Negri, and
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they reinforced many of his previous theories regarding the important function of the
individual workers: ”We must come to recognise the working class, not only as the
object of exploitation, but as the subject of power”(Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 27).
The workers had through their actions, as previously described, proven to Negri that
they were becoming more aware of their own subjective powers, since they had taken
control over the factories and consequently the means of production. The Bourgeois’
fraud ”over and against a collective irreversible time” becomes transparent at a time
like this (Negri, 2005a, 48). This is something which is mentioned in the writings of
Negri at a point where he seeks to explain and define the ’mysterious being of capital’.
Capitalism is, as Negri puts it, exploitive in its nature and has no other option than
to expand in order to sustain itself. The conflict emerges in its encounter with real
life and the natural limits of the subject and the social circumstances that surrounds
it (Negri, 2005, 61). The life of the workers have by the capitalists been divided into
time and can now be ”conceived of as the quantitative measure of exploitation” (Negri,
2005a, 21).
It is, in other words (without the intention to enter a discussion concerning market
economy), a balance between this ’mysterious being of capital’, and the material
desires of the subject that in Negri’s opinion can be reached through real socialism.
But, this balance will, according to Negri, never be reached as long as a minority, the
’bourgeoisie’, control the means of production and lean towards their own absolute.
Capitalism becomes, when this is the case, a mean of suppression over the masses
and against a common good. A construction of a temporary matrix is simply created
to manifests itself, not as an indisputable reality, but as a regime of truth that is
represented by on social group to keep control over another, (Negri, 2005a, 47-48).
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2.11 From An Object Of Exploitation
To A Subject Of Power
The individualised workers of Italy, whom Negri defines during the 1960s and 1970s,
differentiate themselves from the ’objective workers’ - objective understood as the
importance and function that they were given in the works of Marx and later in
practice by Lenin. New political and social circumstances have changed the patterns
of capitalist exploitation. Exploitation in the era of a more developed Italy, equals
a somewhat new context that, as earlier mentioned, is constituted in more complex
and sophisticated manners than during the early times of industrialisation. The
exploitive mechanisms of today’s capitalism are visible and at the same time invisible.
It is under these new circumstances that the differentiated workers must suffer from
the manipulative and exploitative rule of the bourgeoisie. These are the premises of
capitalism that must be made transparent to the workers in order for them to claim
their own destiny and break loose of their role as exploited.
Another way to gain an understanding of the exploitive mechanisms supporting the
bourgeois’, is by looking at the premises of competition that ”permits the worker to
bargain and to argue with the Capitalist” (Negri, A, 2005, 17). This is a situation that
consequently draws the workers attention to the reality of his exploitation. ”Work is
time of life, time of all collective life” (Negri, 2005a, 47).
The continuing revolution of the means of production is another way for the bourgeois’
to maintain their power over the working class, though it simultaneously has pressed
forward the speed of social changes and therefore assisted in the creation of the modern
individual. It is this individual that Negri views as the emancipated subject that in
this point in history, no longer is subordinate to ”the objective critical framework” of
Marx and Engels. (Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 9). It is this awareness and social
reality that Negri seeks to implement and improve when he joins Autonomia Operaia
in 1973.
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2.12 The Negation Between Autonomy And
The Attempt To Create A Coherent Revolution
Known for its structure of autonomy, hence the name, but also for its ability to
assemble a wide range of individuals all representing very different principles and
ideologies, this was one of the characteristics defining Autonomia (Weiser and Spotts
1986, 100-101). Negri’s strategy of how to appeal and assemble the masses is at the
same time an occupation of how to harness the proletariat (Murphy and Mustapha,
2005, 13) Negri is, as previously mentioned, of the belief that the working class if
necessary must be assisted ”from above” (Negri, 2005, 54).
This Leninist approach and understanding, proposing how to create and carry out
a revolution, illustrates what seems to be an implemented problematic relationship
between the compositions of the classes. The problematic relationship is revealed,
when Negri, as a proclaimed intellectual, feels a need and urge to assist the working
class against exploitation. His assistance is a support from above, a give and take
situation, since the workers from the assistance of the intellectuals and their access
to influential institutions, like the printing press, are granted better conditions to
reach out with their messages to the public. But, they are at the same time subjects
meant to be harnessed in a coherent revolution on the premises of Negri and other
intellectuals, since they were the ones who through their writings, provided the content
and future perspectives of the movements.
Negri defines, from this position, the needs and desires of the working class and creates
a new regime of truth to occupy an old one. This is of course a regime that, in Negri’s
view, is in the interest of the workers, as it offers and promises power to the majority
and a more just distribution of capital to feed the material needs of the individual
worker. We argue that the workers, nevertheless, through this potential constellation
of Negri’s, still become subjects of manipulation, as they exist to serve the desires and
ideological beliefs of an intellectual minority. This is a situation that blurs the actions
and struggles of the workers, at least when thinking of the extensity of their actions,
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questioning if it really was their struggles and emerging from below. This presented
reality, furthermore triggers a negation between the workers and the intellectuals,
since ’from above’ creates a discourse of us and them. Negri manifests, through such
a discourse, the distance between him as an intellectual, who imposes ideas upon the
workers, from ’above’.
The workers’ struggle reveals, from this presentation, the importance of intellectuals
like Negri, in order to reach beyond the material desires of the workers and their
attachment to the factories. But, Negri’s dream of a coherent revolution centred
around the individualised worker, the ’revolutionary subject’, did not realise itself,
since an overthrow of the entire system never became a reality.
Negri states: ”Only Lenin knows how to read the relationship between political class
composition and organisation in adequate Marxian terms” (Negri, 2005, 54).
Our historical chapters concerning the movements and Negri, illustrate what must
be defined as a defeat, since his dreams of revolution at the time were prevented
by the State. He nevertheless, managed to grasp an understanding of the time and
surroundings that he operated in. This is why he was able to capture the struggles
and material desires of the ’individualised’ worker and place it, in ”the heart of
theory”(Murphy and Mustapha 2005, 28). This is a statement and attempt that
we now will look further into when describing the concept of autoriduzione (self
reduction), as it was presented by Autonomia Operaia.
2.13 Autoriduzione In Theory And Practice
’Autoriduzione’ (self-reduction), is a watchword that was presented by Autonomia
Operaia and carried out in practice. The slogan invited people to pay their rents and
other daily expenses according to their personal economic capability, an opportunity
that soon was adapted by entire neighbourhoods. This was to many an accommodating
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characteristic of the movement, especially for those who really did struggle to manage
their financial situation due to social circumstances (Donadio, R. 2001, 53).
The ambiguity of autoriduzione is important, as it illustrates how Negri understands
and takes advantage of the revolutionary subject and its material desires at the time.
He plants this slogan at the heart of his theory in accordance with his ideological and
political beliefs as we experience from this following quotation:
”We can herald an unrestricted assault on the world, an absolute destruction of being,
because we know that, on the basis of the new power of the will, of our material
subjective forces, we can construct a new world and re-make being; we will deconstruct
the nature presented us to create a second, a third, another nature in line with our
desires and needs.”(Murphy and Mustafa, 2005, 30).
Negri’s presentation of the subject’s individual struggles and material dreams is and
was, to some, a challenging blow towards the theories of Marx and Lenin, but as Michael
Hardt points out, it was merely an attempt to meet contemporary needs (Murphy and
Mustapha, 2005, 13).
The following chapter will give a better understanding of Negri’s philosophy by intro-
ducing the reader to the historical context in which these thoughts were produced.
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Historical Introduction
3.1 A Short Historical Overview
Compared to other European countries, Italy is young nation. Over time in Italian
history, Italy has been divided into regions. It was not until after the Second World
War Italy became a democracy on June 2, 1946, which was the end of fascism regime
and regional division. In the 1950s the Italian republic became a member of NATO
and an ally to USA, which included economic support from the Marshall Plan (Clark.
2000, 374). With the economic support from USA, the industrial development reached
new heights in Italy; factories and universities were built and the industry expanded,
but the industrial development and the modernisation divided the people into social
classes and the infrastructure could not keep up with the development (Ibid). Although
the result was that in the late 1960s, that the students went on riots and workers
occupied the factories and the situation placed Italy into a very difficult time in their
short history as a republic (Clark. 2000, 375). Workers went on general strikes and
the studentsŠ riots and protest became everyday events. Media portrayed these events
and as a result the struggle became known in the Italian society. The crisis had social
and cultural causes and Christian Democratic and Socialist government could not
tackle the situation (Ibid).
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3.2 Students and the Universities
From 1963, the accessibility to schooling of different levels was made considerably
easier, resulting in universities becoming extremely popular, especially among the
working class (1968 in Europe. n.d.). As a consequence the number of students in the
universities grew rapidly: in 1960 there were 191,790 students in the universities, but
by 1970 this number had tripled Ű 560,605 (Duggan. 1984, 231).
Despite the growing number of university students, by 1967 the urge for higher school-
ing changed into a discontent about the ”tuition increase and old-fashioned lecture
methods and exams”(1968 in Europe. n.d) as well as "the overcrowded classrooms”
(Time. 1968). The government at the time did not do much to handle the problems
caused by the increasing number of young people entering the educational system and
by not building new universities to satisfy the demand of the society’s the students
were forced to enter the already over-crowded institutions of higher education. Such
indifference from the government’s side created a situation where the students would
rarely saw their professors this resulted in a poor preparation of the studies and as a
high failure rate. However, the problem was not just about how the life was during
the studies in the universities, but also how it was going to be after graduating. As a
consequence of overpopulated universities, after graduation, there were many young
people with a higher education available on the labour market, but nearly not enough
working places to cover the demand. The industry employed only 2 percent of the new
graduates, as it was fixed by the law that educated people were to receive a higher
salary than the uneducated ones.
This ”dissatisfaction with the whole functioning of the academic system” (della Porta.
1995, 86) created student protests, and ”the first university to be occupied by the
students was that of Trento” (Ginsborg. 2003, 302). By the beginning of 1968 the
result of students’ rioting meant that every institute of higher education "was on strike
or had experienced one or another form of occupation.”(1968 in Europe. n.d.). The
protest wave continued throughout the year all over the country and 1968 became
known as the year of student protests.
As ”the theoretical basis for the student movements was derived from the classic
Marxist tradition (Lenin, but also Trotsky and Rosa Luxemburg) [...] (Franzosi.
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1995,283), after the students failed to receive the solution they were fighting for in
the academic world, many of them turned to the increasingly protesting workersŠ and
joined the New Left movements founded in 1969.
3.3 Workers and the factories
By the beginning of 1960’s ”the working class was growing stronger” and with the
Left’s ”promise of trade expansion”, the Communist Party (PCI) finally came to be
in power ”as the only ones who could fulfil Italy’s potential for accelerated economic
growth” (Radical America. 1973, 2). The result of the PCI’s place in the government
was that ”the Communists could mediate not only the international opening to the
East but also the domestic revival of Italian working-class action.” (Ibid). To keep
everyone satisfied they kept on being in good terms with the people working in and for
the industries by guaranteeing the unions continuing minor increases in the salaries.
But as not all the companies could keep up with such demands, the smaller ones were
slowly forced to close down, while the larger firms gained an even more dominant
position in the market.
Even though the economic boom and industrial growth of the 1950’s and 1960’s
(Radical America. 1973, 3) had positive results by keeping the unemployment level
down during the 1962-64, and making the workers feel secure in their positions, the
times were changing.
At the factories the crisis was no exception. November 1967 northern Italian shipyard
workers went on strike, protesting against the plans their unions had decided, with
demonstrations and factory occupation (Clark. 2000, 376). The actions were spreading
through northern Italy and came unexpected and it had been two decades with
peaceful relations to the workers. The workers job was actually secure and there
were few unemployed in 1962-64, but the time was changing, along with the new
technologies and methods, the factories started to replace the workers with unskilled
men from southern Italy (Clark. 2000, 377). With industrialisation the need for
people to do the work decreased in the more agricultural south of Italy and this
resulted in the great mobilisation of young workers to the NorthŠs larger cities, in
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hopes of a better life. This caused the cities’ population to grow rapidly: ”Between
1950 and 1967, some 17,000,000 Italians, more than a third of the population,
moved from one district to another.” (Radical America. 1973, 8). Such migration
caused that even though there was a great need for workers, leaders of the factory
could still keep the salaries down, as there always was a constant need from the
workers side to be employed. The sudden overpopulating of bigger towns also
increased the need for housing. The incapability, or lack of interest, to build new
facilities from the government’s side was not a great help to the situation. The
demand raised the renting prices beyond imaginable, taking sometimes ”up to 40 %
of a worker’s wages.” (Radical America. 1973, 10), if one could find a living place at all.
The new unskilled craftsmen from the South did not like the discipline and the con-
ditions at the factories and they joined the riots, however the unions were weak and
they were unable to negotiate for the worker’s conditions and the government had done
very little for the workers. As the students, the workers went to riots and in the late
1960s the riot mostly took part inside the factories and the action was a revolt against
the discipline and the conditions but also it was a social struggle (Clark. 2000, 377).
While the revolt took part the workers elected delegations called ”Factory council”,
who demanded that the workers should have the control over the factories and equal
payment for all, but it was not only a complain to the bosses, it was also a complain
and a sign to the unions and the political parties and organisations. In 1976 over half of
the workers were members of a union. Like the government the workers and the unions
also tried to control the riots and one of the ways was to negotiate their claim in order
to the riots and it worked (Clark. 2000, 378). The unions succeeded in negotiating
big raises in the basic wages (15 % on average) and the wages doubled in the period
between 1969 and 1973 (Ibid). The reason why the unions and the factory councils
succeeded in their negotiations, were that the union and the factory councils started
to absorb the official union structure and they also started to work together. In June
1972 the three major unions (Communist, Socialist and Catholic trade unions) signed
a ”pact of federation”, which was the first step to a great-united union. The politician
did not have much to say in the union affairs (Clark. 2000, 379).
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3.4 Political Terrorism
The political situation in Italy in the 1960s and 70s was very critical; the struggle
between the right wing and the left wing were escalating. Fascism only had minor
influence after the Second World War, but in 1972 the Fascist Party (The Movimento
Sociale Italiano) went up to 8.7%, Clark explains the growth of the "red threat"
(Clark. 2000, 384-385). The party was linked to many Fascist groups, which agenda
were to maintain order and fight the left wing. The police and security services
were at some extend sympathising with the fascist. Many student, workers and left
wing demonstrators were beaten up or even killed in the demonstrations. According
to Clark, the hidden agenda was to force the army to step in and overthrow the
parliamentary democracy as a respond to the riots. The Fascist strategy and violence
died after Franco’s death in 1975 and the Fascist could no longer refuge to Spain or
use Spain as a source of arms (Clark. 2000, 385). However the right-wing terror was a
response to the left-wing demonstration and the ”Hot Autumn” of 1969.
Left-wing terror occurred and it developed from a revolutionary idea. The left-wing
groups opposed the society, which they according to Clark called ”Fascist” and
they convinced the students to join the groups with moralistic and uncompromising
methods (Clark. 2000, 386). Small groups of well-educated student and intellectuals
were set out to fight and overthrow the state with radical methods, but also many
young unemployed were joining the radical groups outside the movements, that we will
describe in the project. During 1970s the left-wing groups had plenty of money, which
was financed by bank robberies and kidnappings, but strong investors also had a big
impact on the radical groups, like Giangiacomo Feltrinelli. Feltrinelli was the founder
of the left-wing group Gruppi di Azione Partigiana (GAP)(Ibid). He supported many
of the left-wing groups financially and he was one of the reasons the left-wing terror
became a serious threat to the state. As the political terrorism escalated in the 70s,
the groups started to provide weaponry training. According to Clark, the radical
groups were in relation to international terror cells in Czechoslovakia, Cuba and South
Yemen and with revolutionary inspiration by Fidel Castro and Mao (Ibid). Using
revolutionary inspiration from Fidel Castro and Mao were to some extend supported
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by the public. Some communist had sympathy for the terrorist groups and even
thought that they did not agree with the methods, the communist still believed that
the terrorists had a good cause. The youth agreed with the communists, but in some
extend they instead joined ”extra-parliamentary left” movements like for instance
Potere Operaio and later Autonomia Operaia (Ibid). In the late 70s the political
terrorism was common in the Italian society; the targets were most likely industrial
managers, journalists, prison warders, policemen and Christian Democrat politicians.
The situation was very critical and the terrorist acts could have been done by anyone,
because the actions happened spontaneously. In cities like Bologna and Padua, the
population lived in warlike circumstances and it was not possible for the state to
capture the terrorists, since no one would like to testify against the groups. In 1970
the most famous left- wing groups was founded and called Brigate Rosse (The Red
Brigades) (Clark. 2000, 387). Renato Curcio in Milan founded it and it had the
same structure and history like other groups. Their favourite method was short-term
kidnapping and the victims were released without ransom. Brigate Rosse had actually
not killed anyone until 1974; the situation changes as the founder, Renato Curcio, was
imprisoned and his wife was killed. This resulted in a group that was now led by more
radical men. In March 1978 Brigate Rosse kidnapped the former Prime Minister and
president of the Christian Democrats, Aldo Moro (Clark. 2000, 386). It was an act
of propaganda and Aldo Moro was forced to present their political agenda. For two
months the politicians discussed their opportunities. The dilemma was whether the
politicians could refuse to negotiate with Brigate Rosse and risk the life of Aldo Moro
or should they accept the demands of releasing imprisoned members and safe Moro’s
life? The three major parties the Christian Democrats, the Communist Party and the
Socialist could not reach an agreement, some months later the security services found
Aldo Moro killed (Clark. 2000, 386).
3.5 Political compromise
In the 1970s the two biggest parties in Italy were The Christian Democrats and The
Communist Party (PCI). The Christian Democrat controlled the government, but their
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political foundation was falling apart as result of financial crisis and political terrorism
(Clark. 2000, 387). In the mid 70s The Christian Democrats did not have any allies
in the parliament or with the unions. The Socialist refused to form a Centre-left
government with the Christian Democrat, because they had enough trouble losing
voters to the Communists and the Radicals. The alliance could only happen if the
Communist also joined and the Christian Democrats accepted the demand (Clark.
2000, 388). The Communist Party and their secretary, Enrico Berlinguer, were very
content to accept the proposal since the agenda of the party for years had been to create
a strong allegiance to minimise the power of The Christian Democrats. However Enrico
Berlinguer, worried about the national crisis and believed that many state institutions
were still under fascist influence and control (Ibid). In September 1973, The Communist
party and Enrico Berlingeur proclaimed that they were ready to form an allegiance with
The Christian Democrats; a compromise, which later on was known as ’the historical
compromise’. As a premise for the allegiance, the Communist Party was promised social
reforms, retaining the public order and to have influence in restoring the economy and
general policy. The Communist succeeded in arranging trades with the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe and they even accepted ItalyŠs membership of NATO (Ibid). After
1975 The Communist ran six regions and later in 1976 the party had 227 mandates in
the parliament, 36 fewer than The Christian Democrats (Clark. 2000, 389). Through
the late 70s The Communist had a big impact on the parliament and Italian politics.
The Communist was a big part in the government programme and in March 1978 they
were a part of the parliamentary majority (Ibid). But in the end the compromise
failed. International tensions in 1978-79 affected the relations between the parties
in the parliament and it was impossible for The Communist to remain their power
in parliament after the Russian invasion of Afghanistan (Ibid). In October 1978 a
new pope were elected, Cardinal Wojtyla, which showed the VaticanŠs opposition to
The Communist Party. After the election of the new Pope, the relation between the
Church and The Communist became even worse and The Christian Democrats started
to exclude The Communist in parliamentary decisions (Ibid). For the first time in
many years the party membership decreased and the support of Enrico Berlingeur
was roving away. The consequences were that some communist supporters joined the
radical groups instead. In 1979 The Communist party returned as the opposition to
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the government (Ibid).
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Potere Operaio
4.1 The Movements
The creation of the New Left movements in the late 1960’s was an outcome of
the students and workers growing discontent, as we have discussed previously.
But before getting started with the movements themselves, it is also necessary to
give a brief account to how the ideas and thoughts that were developing on the left-
wing until the point of the creation of such movements as Potere Operaio among others.
4.2 Journals
When talking about the Italian New Left intellectuals of the 1960’s and ’70s along with
their influences there comes forward a term "operaismo". The philosopher Antonio
Negri has said that operaismo, or workerism in English, "[...] had emerged above all "as
an attempt to reply politically to the crisis of the labour movement during the 1950s"
(Negri 1979a: 31)." (Wright. 2002, 6), though it remained a popular tendency among
Italian left-wing intellectuals until the early 1980s (Wright, 2006).
According to Steve Wright (2006) the phenomena of operaismo initially began with the
left orientated journal "Quaderni Rossi" (Wright, CO). This was a journal founded in
the "second half of 1961" (Wright. 2002, 32) by Raniero Panzieri - "one of the militant
Socialists of the 1950s" (Wright. 2002, 15).
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After stepping aside from PSI’s work and moving to Turin, Panzieri "was to discover
the existence of small pockets of kindred spirits." - Luciano Della Mea, Mario Tronti,
Vittorio Rieser and Romano Alquati were to become some of his "new associates"
(Wright. 2002, 20).
The group was joined by their common understanding of the growing gap between
the left-wing and the working class. They saw that both the unions representing the
workers and the labour movements could not keep up with the changing working class
in the modern Italy.
As Panzieri understood it, this problem could only be solved by looking at the
structures and conditions from below. Panzieri believes that at this point "... analysis
becomes complete only through participation in struggles. (Panzieri 1973:254)" (Ibid).
Understanding the worker was to be the motivation for the later creation of "Quaderni
Rossi" and "It was here, Panzieri believed, in "full and direct political action", that a
new, revolutionary role for intellectuals could finally be realised." (Ibid).
Based on the groups view the journal took an approach back to Marx (or re-reading
Marx in Marxism), using him mainly "as an instrument useful for the analysis of
capitalism [...] as a dynamic system" ("Interview with Vittorio Rieser...". 2001). They
followed the idea "that class struggle must and can be developed under advanced
capitalist conditions" and took a stance or even denied that the workers could ever
become full members of a "system where capitalism is most advanced" (Ibid).
Quaderni Rossi’s attitude was followed by the investigations by Romano Alquati which
”started in 1960 in FIAT” (Ibid) before the realisation of the Quaderni Rossi project.
The assumptions made on their theoretical bases, concerning the workers, did in a way
get re-assured with the events of 1962 (Media 68).
The journal struggled in the first years of its lifetime with some internal problems,
mainly because of the different sides taken, concerning the topics it was trying to deal
with. But it was the sudden death of Panzieri in 1964 that became the mental death
of the journal.
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Out of Quaderni Rossi’s team emerged a group of people who were eager to develop
the ”labourite theory” first presented by Quaderni Rossi, the group included ”Mario
Tronti, Alberto Asor Rosa, Toni Negri” amongst some(ibid). This group, led by
Tronti, became the foundation of the journal ”Classe Operaia” which was present in
the years of 1964-1967 (Horn. 2007:145). It was only with Classe Operaia that ”the
workerist stream of Italian Marxism was to emerge fully blown.” (Wright. 2002, 32).
Rather soon after the founding of ”Classe Operaia”, Tronti established an opinion that
the journal, and others similar to it are on the verge of extinction as their being were
depended upon the strength (or weakness) of the PCI (Wright. 2002, 86).
Furthermore, Tronti thought that they had reached a dead end. All the work (both
from the intellectuals and workers) that had been done in the previous years, did
not manage to harm capitalism. The workers had not managed to reach beyond the
structures of capitalism and where therefore still depended on it.
Tronti’s vision regarding the coming would later divide ”Classe Operaia” into two
sides: ”those who chose entrism into the PCI, and those who sought to organise on its
left” (Wright. 2002, 63).
4.3 Potere Operaio
The national movement of Potere Operaio (afterwards shortly referred to as PO) was a
part of the New Left that emerged during the ”Hot Autumn” in the years of 1968 and
1969. It was probably most known for its active participation in the Porto Marghera.
But, most actions were carried out by the movement centred around the struggles at
the factories.
Behind the creation and leading of the movement were (at least) three persons: the
philosopher and University of Padua teacher Antonio Negri, Franco Piperno - a
”left-wing anarchist” and ”participant in the Italian ’68 movement” along with Oreste
Scalzone, who was also an activist in the student rebellions (MediaMente).
The movement, similarly to Lotta Continua, which was created in the same time
period, aimed to be the connecting link between the rebellious students of 1968 and
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dissatisfied workers (of the 1969). Though in reality, one could question the level of
worker involvement in Potere Operaio and consider the movement to be more of a
intellectual-student alliance (dealing with workers’ struggles) (Henze. 1985, 67).
As all the New Left movements, Potere Operaio was greatly inspired by the Marxist
tradition, though in 1970 it took a more Leninist approach (Berardi. n.d.). Considering
the founding members’ backgrounds and work done in the past years, the movement
dealt with the subject of capitalist society. This idea and approach concerning the
modern worker was put into the context as follows:
"The State has become both the instrument of economic development and social
productivity and the guarantee of the system’s efficiency” (leaving the worker with
no power to determine the application of the product of his labor). Thus, according
to Potere Operaio [...], the worker should deny the system his labor, making the
functioning of the machine-state impossible." (Brown. 1971, ix)
As mentioned previously, the goal of the movement was to link the students and
workers, but it was also to join the workers themselves to a unified group. By handing
out leaflets in the factories, the movements managed to both raise the awareness about
the magnitude of dissatisfaction among workers but also to clarify to the worker the
power it possess’.
The following will elaborate upon Potere Operaio and its theoretical approach, as well
as the events in the factories and counteractions of the factory-owners and the Italian
Right.
Even though there were smaller scale protests and strikes throughout the 1960s, the
workers’ dissatisfaction concerning the whole function and the factories, was truly
unleashed with the events of 1969.
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4.3.1 The ”Hot Autumn” (autunno caldo)
The ”Hot Autumn” marks the beginning and period of workers’ protest waves in the
factories which continues until 1972.
By 1969, ”60 national contracts were to be renewed” (Katsiaficas,2006, 38) and the
factory bosses together with the union leaders were trying to resolve the issue rather
quietly, others found it as great grounds to start a protest wave from the factories.
Though previous contract renewals had caused dissatisfaction between the workers and
therefore resulted in smaller scale strikes which were aimed at increasing their wages,
things were different this time. Never before had such a great amount of workers
supported the same demands, ”Five and a half million workers (more than 25% of
the labor force) struck in 1969, and hundreds of thousands of workers demonstrated,
occupied factories and committed sabotage.” (Ibid). Working strikes were organised
inside the factories, including many different methods for slowing and stopping the
production. Previously, workers had occupied the factories but kept on working, this
time, however it was different, as the new workers from the South had other set of
values than the traditional labour unions were familiar with. The protest was about
questioning the production system and a slogan adopted from the 1968 workers’ unrest
- ”we want everything”(Franzosi. 1995, 272) illustrates well the attitude that was
present.
This meant that the worker was no longer only concerned with their salaries, even
though it still was their primary demand throughout the years of the strike wave; they
also wanted to change their working conditions, which until then had not been included
in the unions demands. Until their new demands were to be satisfied officially, they
changed and improved the conditions, themselves. Reduced working hours and refusal
to work (in unsafe conditions), were few of the renewals that the workers organised in
the factories.
It was during the events of the ”Hot Autumn”, when the workerists of Potere Op-
eraio witnessed how their ”traditional emphasis upon the large factories was being
confirmed” as the factories had become ””great epicentres of workers’ autonomy”
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(ibid.:16)”(Wright. 2002, 127). The left-wings theoretical idea about the ”refusal of
work” had finally been put to practice by the mass worker, as a self-expression in the
fight against the ”bosses”.
The protest waves had rather successful results, as the workers managed to gain a
greater increase in their salaries within a few years, in comparison to what had been
achieved during the previous decade. ”23,4% in their salaries between 1969-70” and a
year later another 16,6% ” of raise (Katsiaficas, 2006, 40).
4.3.2 The Bosses And Right-Wing Fighting Back
With the continuing workers’ strike, the factory leaders started to find means to fight
back against the demands of the workers. The attack from the bosses ”took growingly
more suppressive means” - ”firing people, directing them from one position to another,
putting fascist spies among workers” (Radical America. 1973, 12(slightly modified)).
”The government and corporations struck back, arresting 13,000 people and firing or
suspending 35,000 workers.”(Katsiaficas, 2006, 38).
As the Right-wing and fascists saw, that both the workers and the New Left move-
ments, amongst them Potere Operaio were getting more popular and influential, the
right wing started to fight back. Their first counterattack became known as the Piazza
Fontana bombing on the 12th of December 1969 where 16 died and over 50 were
injured (Celani. 2004). The blame was immediately put on the New Left and the
police arrested anarchists accused of being behind the event.
As the media were also mainly of the opinion that the New Left was behind the
December’s terrorist attack, the support for their actions decreased. Even though it
was revealed a year later that actually the fascists were behind the bombing it did not
affect the public opinion (as the effect for that time was achieved).
Eventually the ”Hot Autumn” of 1969 (-1970) cooled off, having led the factory owners
and union leaders to some sort of a consensus about the workers’ conditions, though
leaving the protesters exhausted and still dissatisfied.
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Potere Operaio was discontent with the outcomes of the Hot Autumn, or rather the
lack of them - as the actions in the factories ”had not led to an explicit political
challenge to capital’s rule”, led to their ”re-examination of the relation between class
composition and organization”, and ”to reconsidering of the very meaning of its central
category.” (Wright. 2002, 132).
”As with all theoretical shifts within operaismo, such a reassessment would be
prompted primarily by developments in social conflict.” (Ibid).
This re-thinking led Potere Operaio to viewing the ””Black Power” in the American
ghettoes” (Ibid), though rather soon it became clear that they were not able to
bring much out of the examples of the "blacks", as the Italian struggles were more
factory-centred. "As a consequence, Potere Operaio was to seek the reference point for
its theoretical revision in the new ”wind from the South” (Wright. 2002, 133).
With the issue of the South-Italian workers, who became an important source for the
widened understanding of ”working-class life” (Wright. 2002, 135), Potere Operaio
also witnessed the exploitation of women by the capitalism similarly to the ”blacks” in
the 1930’s United States (ibid). Although women did not become the primary topic
of Potere Operaio’s repertoire, such an approach that was initially taken, was later to
shape the grounds of quite a few feminist organisations. Probably the most famous
of these movements was Lotta Femminista, which partly had its roots in the female
members who chose to leave Potere Operaio. Although the feminists took a somewhat
different stand to the topic, elaborating more on the issue and pointing out that ”PO
navigates in dangerous waters” with the comparison of blacks and women (Wright.
2002, 134), the two groups stayed in touch and PO was even glad to support the
women movement’s ”demand of ”Wages For Housework” as it managed to make their
point for the ”call for a social wages”, deeper (Wright. 2002, 135).
With the rethinking of the theoretical approach, Potere Operaio slowly divided into
two sets of interests: the followers of Negri with an emphasis on the ”working-class
autonomy” and the ones of Piperno and Scalzone with the ”party-builders” (Wright.
2002, 147). As Piperno and Scalzone saw that the internal polemics of Potere Operaio,
they were to a high extent a result of Negri’s turn away from the movement’s origi-
nal paths and thoughts continued from the journal Classe Operaia (Wright. 2002, 148).
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Meanwhile, the workers’ fight increasing moved out of the factories and into the
public, because as mentioned previously, it was also the living conditioned that caused
distress. This became also the grounds for Lotta Continua’s, the sister-movement of
Potere Operaio, new slogan - ”Let’s take the city” (Franzosi. 1995, 288).
The call’s effect was that people started to take over empty buildings, stopping
transportation system and even as far as to taking over entire neighbourhoods (Radical
America. 1973, 13).
Before the workers’ striking period of 1968-1972 would settle down, the conflict in
the factories re-emerged once more in 1972. Along with this, ”Negri’s wing of the
group would return the workers of the large firms to their former privileged position
within the workerist credo. In the process, such members of Potere Operaio began to
question the very meaning of a revolutionary organization that was not rooted first
and foremost in the workplace”. (Wright. 2002, 141).
Throughout Potere Operaio’s acting years there had always been a discussion present
concerning the usage of violent means. Though the group had chosen to take primarily
legal approach, a part of the movement started to exercise the practice of violence.
This culminated with the arson in Primavalle in April 1973. This act was targeted
directly against the Mattei’s (Mario Mattei - one of the activists of the fascist MSI)
and resulted in the killings of their two sons (Sandro. 2005). Even though a group from
Potere Operaio was behind the fire, this arson should not be taken as the movement’s
coherent decision of action. Rather it proved to be another example of what soon
became to be end.
Eventually, paralysed from being ”a political force” by the disagreements within it,
Potere Operaio was led to ”its dissolution in mid-1973” (Wright. 2002, 141).
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Autonomia Operaia
5.1 Autonomia
As indicated earlier, we will in this project focus our attention on the two movements
where Negri was most active, that being Potere Operaio and Autonomia Operaia.
This chapter will take point of departure in an article by Steve Wright in Murphy and
Mustapha’s (2005) book "The Philosophy of Antonio Negri - Resistance in Practice",
the article "Autonomia and the Political: An Italian Cycle of Contention, 1972-1979"
by Philip Edwards (2006) and the article "The Rise and Fall of Autonomia Operaia"
from the journal ’International Review’ from 1979.
In 1973 Potere Operaio split up due to disagreements on the structure of the movement.
It was divided in two major groupings, one led by Piperno and Scalzone, who wished
to remain true to the ’Leninist centralism’, and the other led by Negri who wished to
dissolve the movement into the diffuse area of Autonomia (Sheehan, 1979).
When debating Autonomia it is difficult to talk about Autonomia Operaia as one
unified movement, Autonomia - or the area of Autonomia/autonomy as Edwards
(2006) calls it; is dealing with a whole wave of movements within Autonomia Operaia
rebelling from the original workers movements of ’68. The movement was also known as
Autonomia Organizzata and Autonomia diffusa (due to the many different subgroups
and lack of coherence), but most of the time it is just mentioned as Autonomia (Wright
in Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 73-75). The following paragraph may also contain
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other names, these are unless otherwise explained, subgroups within Autonomia.
5.2 The Motivation For Autonomia
The main aim of Autonomia, was as for Potere Operaio, less working hours and higher
salary for the work that was done (International Review, 1979 no 16).
In 1972 one of the first sections of the movement, the so called Comitata Autonomia
Operaia or CAO (committee of autonomous workers (own translation)) was formed by
a group of out breakers from the group Manifesto (which was a group that originated
from PCI, but was expelled in 1969, (Katsiaficas, 2006)). This new group was formed
to fulfill the urge of the working class "to direct the revolutionary process" (Wright
in ed. Mustapha and Murphy, 2005, 76-77). CAO began as a protest of the ’68
movements that by the early 70’s where turning into a party like organisation with
a ceto politico, meaning a central group that would decide what strategy to work
by (what Lenin called an elite party). These groups had shifted focus away from
(mobilising) workplace militants, and this had in many cases resulted in a move of
the struggle from the factories, where they initially started, and into the streets, away
from the workers (Wright in ed. Mustapha and Murphy, 2005, 76-77).
"Autonomia Operaia began on a slightly more confused basis than PO, even though
the changing situation demanded much greater clarity. All these proletarian efforts
which expressed, in a confused way, a healthy reaction against the miserable practices
of the leftists, were and are destined to go round in circles and lose themselves if they
remain within this confused framework." (International Review, 1979 no 16).
However, there was an urge for an innovation within the revolutionary movements.
For instance a group of factory workers at the Alfa Romeo factory in Milan expressed
their need for a new party or movement belonging to the workers, which would not
only focus on the ideas of the intellectuals, who would merely use the factory workers
as their ’vanguards’ (ibid).
Ironically enough; Negri and other thinkers and philosophers, were quick to join
the movement, since they believed that the working class movements could form a
powerful party by uniting and centralising the movements around one unified goal to
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create a party of autonomy (ibid, 78).
In 1973 the various autonomous movements of Italy had their first united national
gathering and were first recognised as one movement, Autonomia (Edwards, 2006, 275,
Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 77).
Comitata Autonomi Operai (CAO), had its roots in Rome, and was in the following
years almost hegemonic in the Rome area with its own net of micro-fractions (Wright
in Murphy et Mustapha, 2005, 77). At Autonomia’s gathering in 1973 it was decided
that the movement could not be build on the foundations of the already existing
workers movements, but had to (in Leninist spirit) centralise from below and build up
a mass vanguard (ibid 77).
"The conference’s final resolution proposed the continual development of anti-capitalist
activity, without respect for legality. Both tactically and ideologically, Autonomia was
already more intransigent than its workerist predecessors." (Edwards, 2006, 75).
Autonomia was in its early days determined not to make the same mistakes as their
communistic forefathers in their attempts of revolution; in 1974 CAO reflected upon
the Russian revolution of 1905 in order to learn and avoid turning in to a police state
once the revolution succeed.
The CAO sub-division, Volsci, looked at the ongoing revolution in Chile to find
inspiration to their own Marxist revolution (ibid. 80).
5.3 Division and Diffusion
In the period from ’73-’77 Autonomia lost some of its initial power. This was a
result of Autonomia not being a coherent movement; it had a wide appeal since it
covered many different regions, different types of workers as well as many non-workers
(especially students) they had sympathy for the movement and wished to be a part of
it. This meant that there quickly arose different subgroups with different sub-agendas.
This resulted in a division of the movement that was indented to unite the many
autonomous movements of Italy(Wright in Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 76).
In this period Autonomia was described as "the diffuse collection of Autonomia", this
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was due to the "... growing interest in the movements ideologies and practice amongst
a new generation based in schools, the service sector, or smaller firms, locales from
whence the ’diffuse’ collectives of Autonomia would draw much of their substance."
(ibid, 78).
Wright (in Mustapha and Murphy, 2005, 78-79) describe how there was a tendency to
form central subgroups/leader groups within the movement - so called ceto politico of
those who were particularly engaged in keeping the movement together.
"Autonomia possesses its own ceto politico: a multilayered stratum of activist com-
mitted to the movement’s continuity through the ups and downs of its daily routine.
Such differences were constituted around different, yet often interpenetrating axes:
class location, ideology, shared experiences, personal and group loyalty." (Wright in
ed. Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 75).
This led to the description Autonomia operaia organizzata (organised worker move-
ment), since the ceto politico’s tried to impose structure on the autonomous movement.
These many different subgroups and hierarchies within ’organizzata’ began an almost
symbolic debate that would last as long as the movement itself (ibid). Their main
concern was whether Autonomia should aim at being a political party, a vanguard
party, a party tool, or simply try to make forums and media for the Leninists and
Marxists to communicate and be creative within (ibid, 76).
Wright outlines five different subcategories of the micro-fractions and types of activist
within Autonomia, the order is somewhat chronological, yet they also overlap, starting
with the early movement and ending with the time around 1977:
”1. the network of workplace militants that had inspired the movements
initial foundation;
2. an uneasy alliance of regionally based ’microfractions’ striving for hege-
mony within the broader ’area of Autonomia’ and beyond;
3. a ’diffuse’ galaxy of independent local collectives, often courted by the
’organized’ autonomists;
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4. a ’creative’ wing preoccupied with the politics of subversive communica-
tion;
5. last but not least, a myriad of tiny clandestine groups that had emerged
from Autonomia organizzata or Autonomia diffusa - most commonly from
the stewards’ organizations formed(as elsewhere in the Italian left) to pro-
tect members at demonstrations from police and fascists.” (Wrights in Mur-
phy and Mustapha, 2005, 76).
In 1976 Volsci expressed that they thought Autonomia was obliged to defend the
working class, but that they also were to impose their socialistic values on the whole
society, as a political party. The revolution was an assignment, that Volsci leader
Daniel Pifano emphasised, could not just be a task for Autonomia but for the Italian
population as such (ibid, 80).
In 1978 CAO expressed that they had no intention of being a party, but that they
considered themselves to be a party instrument (ibid, 79).
For CAO "the championing of councils was from the beginning at the heart of their
understanding of political organisation and social change" (ibid, 79). In this context
CAO was very similar to the early parties of ’68 like Potere Operaio(ibid, 80).
Some of the main remedies used by the Autonomia in their struggle against the capital
and economic forces, were the squatting of houses and to self-impose lower fees or
deny paying at all in busses, supermarkets, movie theatres and so on, the so called
autoriduzione (self-reduction) (Wright in Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 76; Lumley,
1990).
Even though these actions took place outside the factories, just like the former
movements of ’68 where criticised for, they where still largely connected and depended
on the factories where their central forces were gathered as well as where the leaders
of the movements were found (ibid, 78).
According to the ’International Review’ (1979, no16) these actions could not have
been done without the support of the entire neighbourhood or local society. In the
beginning of Autonomia the non-workers fulfilled a supportive role that would enable
the workers actions to the fullest. But, later on the concept was rethought and
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activists in Venice suggested that instead of calling themselves workers and fighting a
workers struggle they should rather call themselves autonomous (Wright in Murphy
and Mustapha, 2005, 78-79).
5.4 The movement of ’77
In ’77 things started to escalate into what Edwards(2006) called the odd movement
of ’77. This was not struggle that was fought that spread amongst the workers and
autonomous of Autonomia, but through all of the left wing movements at the time:
the feminists, the gays, the hippies and most importantly the students (Katsiaficas,
2006, 55).
The 1st of February 1977, was the turning point, as a group of students occupied
the University of Rome as a protest against the new educational bill that was being
worked on by the political parties. A group of fascists attacked the students with open
fire (ibid). As a respond to this demonstrations were held in front of the neo-fascist
headquarter the next day, but the police drew the autonomous away and wounded 4
in the heat of the battle. This led to anger amongst not only students, but many other
movements joined in and more than 30.000 different autonomous activists occupied the
university (ibid). This occupation soon spread throughout Italy, as most universities
of Northern Italy were taken over (ibid).
Communist leader, Luciano Lama, tried in a grand attempt to make the squatters
leave the University of Rome. He failed in his attempt; the activists did not have any
respect for the PCI after the so called ’Historical Compromise’. Furthermore, it did
not help that the PCI and Lama considered the students to be petty bourgeois’ and
fascists, though the fact was, according to Katsiaficas(2006), that most of the students
at the universities in Italy were children of workers (ibid, 56). Later that day the
university was stormed by the police and as a contra act, the movements mobilised
more than 50.000 people to to show their frustrations by taking over the streets of
Rome in protest against the police, the unions and the PCI (ibid).
The actions of ’77 consisted, roughly, of battles between the police force - doing the
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’dirty work’ of the government, fighting the various diffuse autonomous groupings,
fascist and religious groups. Katsiaficas(2006) describes how the police would more
or less accidentally kill a left-wing activist during demonstrations and that extreme
groupings within Autonomia would respond by contra killings. This was however fare
from popular in general within the autonomous movement, Katsiaficas describes how
a few of these extremists were beaten up by their comrades who did not agree with
their extreme lines (ibid 60).
"The movement was trapped in a deadly spiral of confrontation with the government.
Each time a demonstrator was killed, some activists felt that a policeman should also
die." as Katsiaficas puts it (2006, 60).
As all of the universities of Italy were taken over during the spring of ’77, the divisions
of Autonomia began to be a problem; they could not seem to agree on a specific
direction for the movement (ibid 57).
The question of violence and armed resistance became the most debated area within
the autonomous movement (ibid). The more violent and radical movement Brigate
Rosse took over as the most important movement by ’78, they were quite clear on
their attitude towards violence and many of the autonomous activists joined them.
The workers struggles were now operating under difficult conditions, as the government
prevented the factory take-overs that had been the traditional arena for the class
struggle. Moreover private doctors had been persuaded not to help wounded activists;
this meant forcing the autonomous to go to the hospitals for treatment, here they
would be arrested (ibid 58).
On March 12 more than 100.000 demonstrators filled the streets of Rome, despite the
fact that there had been governmental warnings against such acts. The state made
use of drastic means as they used the military to fight back the masses. The military
and police broke up the demonstration before it even began. A few days later the PCI
arranged equally big strikes in Bologna, here Autonomia was present with a counter
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strike, evolving 25.000 people (ibid 59).
In Rome demonstrations were temporarily banned until the 31st of May, despite that
a group of feminists decided to celebrate the anniversary of the divorce bill in the
middle of May in a peaceful manner. However police intervention led to the killing of
a young female activist. This released a chain of violence (ibid 59-60).
In September of ’77 around 40.000 activists attended a demonstration against the
State’s attempt to restrict the autonomous strikers. The demonstration was staged by
"the Metropolitan Indians" who belong to the creative movement within Autonomia
(ibid 60).
At the convention one of the subjects was the armed resistance, more than 500 people
signed on their approval of the use of weapons (ibid).
The result was that a number of minor armed groups, the so called ’armed autonomia’
acted out violence spontaneously and without a common plan, nor goal (ibid).
Meanwhile the government kept restricting the autonomous’ possibilities and freedom
of speech amongst others several of the different autonomous radio stations were shut
down more or less violently (ibid).
After Autonomia’s annual meeting in Bologna in ’77, it was clear that Autonomia had
become isolated within the left-wing movement of ’77.
By the late 70s, the tendency was clear, the Brigate Rosse had become increasingly
more important on the radical left. Autonomia lost, as a result many of its followers
to them, both thinkers and fighters (Wright in Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 81).
”"...the cycle of struggle that opened in 1977 would end badly. Retrenchment,
addiction, imprisonment, exile and suicide were not uncommon. Indeed, even before
their decapitation through the mass arrests of 1979-80, many of the ’micro-fractions’
of Autonomia would lose members to burnout or to ’sergeants’ coups’ that fed the
movement’s fringe off diffuse terrorism’"(Progetto Memoria 1994)” (in Wright in
Murphy and Mustapha, 2005, 97).
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In 1978, the Brigate Rosse kidnapped and murdered former president Aldo Moro. This
act was to be the beginning of the end of the Autonomia (ibid 63).
On the 7th of April 1979, around 300 leading activists and intellectuals were arrested,
amongst them Antonio Negri, who was accused of being a leader of the Brigate Rosse
and the murderer of Aldo Moro (ibid).
In 1980 an anti-terror law was put into action and more than 3000 activists were
arrested. Many of them have, according to Katsiaficas(2006), later told about the use
of torture against them (ibid 64).
Autonomia and other movements considered this law to be neo-fascist, since it deprived
the accused of all democratic rights (ibid).
5.5 Antonio Negri and the Autonomia
Negri was up until his arrest in ’79 a professor at Padua University in the north of
Italy, in the area of Venice. "While Negri’s presence at the University of Padova was
an important intellectual reference point within the Italian far left-wing, the dominant
autonomist group in the Veneto region would take a path quite different from his
own."(Wright in Murphy and Mustapha, 86).
Negri was part one of the most dominant groupings within the Milan area, Collettivi
Politici Operai (CPO), known as Rosso after their paper (ibid). This grouping within
Autonomia started out with an original thought on workers and workers revolution,
but as time went by the group shifted to a much broader understanding of the concept
of proletarians and became very focused on the ’proletarian youth circles’(ibid 88).
Negri was from the very beginning of the foundation of Autonomia Operaia pro a
’party of autonomy’ however Wright state that Cunningham completely denied that
being an option - Autonomia was always too diffuse and too divided.(ibid, 79)
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5.6 The 7th of April Arrests
In 1978 the Italian president, Aldo Moro, was kidnapped by the Brigate Rosse; he was
found murdered at a bench in Rome some months later. After this incident the Italian
state raised their effort against the left-wing terrorist groups and movements that were
connected to civil disobedience; this led to a great mass arrest at the Padua University
in Northern Italy, on the 7th of April 1979; here amongst others Antonio Negri was
arrested. Negri was arrested with the accusations of being the secret mastermind
of the Brigate Rosse and behind the kidnapping and murder of Aldo Moro and 17
others(Sheehan, 1979). These accusations might seem far fetched but they stemmed
from a theory on the dissolution of the Potere Operaio as described below:
"Negri won and launched the extreme left upon its second phase. The prosecution now
claims that the dissolution of PO was only a clever smokescreen to hide the birth of
a single subversive organization with two wings, both of them directed by Negri. The
first wing is the legal, if radically militant, Organized Autonomy (the major autonomist
group, centered in Padua), dedicated to "destructuring" the capitalist system by mass
social agitation. The second wing is the clandestine Red Brigades, devoted to the task
of "destabilizing" the government by a militaristic "attack on the heart of the state.""
(Sheehan, 1979)
In the trial Negri defended himself by referring to his continuing criticism of the methods
of Brigate Rosse, as well as their (lack of) ideological background (ibid). Negri was a
recognised and active member of Autonomia Organizzata; mainly as a theorist and
speaker, but also authored several pamphlets and books, where he claimed that the
class struggle - the revolution - could not be seen through without, at some extend the
use of violence (ibid). ""The struggle of the mass avant-garde and of its Party against
the capitalist command means armed struggle, yes, that above all."[9] On the one hand
he condemns the Red Brigades for "shooting in vain," while on the other he publicly
recognizes them as a "proletarian movement," but without accepting their strategy. The
distinction appears very thin. His message to the Red Brigades seems to be "Yes, but
not yet."" (ibid).
In June of ’79 a member of Autonomia hung himself in his prison cell, this led to a
hunger strike amongst the ’victims’ of the 7th of April arrests, their aim was to speed
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up their already delayed trials (ibid). However, it ended up taking about four years
before Negri was finally judged in 1983. As a respond to an article in ’the Australian’
by Keith Windschuttle, Negri, in 2005, disproved 9 points of accusations that he found
to be untrue in Windschuttle’s article, and gives his version of the events: According
to Negri, he was in 1983 sentenced to 30 years in prison, even after having been cleared
of all original accusations. The new conviction was a result of a whole new set charges
of ’association to crimes’. In 1983 Negri was voted into parliament and thus giving
him parliamentary immunity. The very same year, he was deprived of this right by a
parliamentary polling. He fled to France, to avoid being send back to prison and lived
in exile until 1997, when he voluntarily returned to serve the rest of his sentence. In
’86 the sentence had been reduced to 13,5 years (starting in ’79) and prolonged again
in 1997 with another 3 years. He served the rest of his sentence, partly in prison partly
and in open prison arrangements (Negri letter, 2005).
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Discussion
This part will discuss some of the questions posed in the beginning of the project.
The first part will elaborate upon the statement that the workers, movements and
Negri needed each other in order to carry out a revolution.
Depending on the point of view, this statement can be looked upon from different
angles, emphasising one subject’s importance over another.
How to understand the relations or connections between the three factors - the workers,
the movements and Negri? Clearly, the workers were of importance, as they were the
’revolutionary subjects’ around whom the struggle was happening. The intellectuals,
like Negri, gave the struggle a theoretical basis and the movements served as means to
unite the workers with the intellectuals.
But why would intellectuals get concerned with a topic of workers and even more, why
would intellectuals come out of their theoretical-academic world to get into a direct
contact with the struggle?
As mentioned previously, it was the critical attitude towards the communist party in
power that initially became the basis for trying to understand the changing conditions
of the workers. Though their theorising process remained rather worker-distant for
years after they started, by the end of the 60s the intellectuals eventually involved
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themselves to a higher extent in the workers’ struggle.
This change could have been influenced by the students and their rebellion during the
same time period. Though the student struggle was primarily a struggle against the
functioning of the academic system, they found themselves increasingly supporting the
struggle at the factories. Through this involvement the influence of the intellectuals
cannot be denied, as the students were much more familiar with the works of Marx.
One could even argue that essentially it was the students who started to pay attention
to the workers and began to serve as their means of expressing themselves, and it was
not until later that the intellectuals became more active along with the students.
But at the same time, the joining of intellectuals was the point which marked the
unifying process - foundation of movements. From thereon, the movements served
as the means for workers to have a goal but also a leading figure and also for the
intellectuals, like Negri, to shine and bring forward their thoughts.
To conclude, the events of 1969-1979 could only be carried out with the participation
of all the parts. In a way it was the right conditions of the time and space that
determined the degree of their struggle.
In the following we will discuss the differentiation of the workers’ struggles and theory
of revolution as it was presented by Antonio Negri.
The intellectuals had the ability to lift the individual struggle of the workers to a
higher level of relevance that included all layers of society. The idea from their side was
to assist the workers by creating a more permanent solution to their poor conditions
and exploitation at the factories.
The workers were, until the entrance of the intellectuals in the late 1960s, not
supported sufficiently by the unions in which they were members, and they were
divided into too many fractions for them to make a coherent breakthrough that would
improve their conditions.
A permanent solution could, according to Negri, only be achieved through a revolution
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that would result in an overthrow of the entire system. The reason for this claim is,
as Negri sees it, due to the fact that the State as an institution serves the interest
of the minority, the bourgeois’. This ’truth’ reveals itself when the workers take over
the means of production and paralyse the premises for the being of capitalism. The
State is during crises like this, according to Negri, forced to intervene with the use of
force and therefore automatically restores the former state of exploitation. It is this
described tendency that when presented to the worker, legitimates the intellectuals
ideas of revolution.
But did the movements fit into the same ideology as Negri? Or did it go as he expected?
Negri was one of the founders of Potere Operaio in 1969 and as an intellectual Negri
tried to affect the worker with his thoughts and ideology. When Negri was part of
Potere Operaio, many of his actions took place at the big factories in Northern Italy,
where he distributed his Marxist inspired journals. This was done in order to provide
the workers with the basic understanding of exploitation and to gather support for
his ideas of revolution. Potere Operaio did not evolve in the direction that Negri had
hoped. This was due to the fact that the organisation had become more centralised
and was controlled by an ’elite’ and the organisation was less spontaneous than Negri
expected it to be. As a consequence Negri instead joined Autonomia Operaia.
Negri had an interest to be at the centre of events, entering Autonomia Operaia would
secure a better platform from where to exercise his theories of the subject and carry
it out in practice. Autonomia valued the diversity and spontaneity of the individuals
higher, something that suited the theoretical thoughts as Negri became more and
more interested in what he describes as the power of the subject. Negri’s thoughts
concerning the struggle of the individuals and their importance in times of revolution,
was discovered through Lenin’s interpretations of Marx.
Autonomia was however never a coherent movement and had problems with finding a
common path to follow. The problem, as emphasised in the project, became outspoken
in 1977 as the struggles once again peaked (after the ”Hot Autumn” of ’69) with
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occupations of universities and factories a long with street protests and riots.
In ’77 the movement had reached its greatest height, as more people than ever were
demonstrating and taking part in the squatting of the universities and factories.
Some of these events arose spontaneously, but most of the larger scale events were
planned by what Wright (in Murphy and Mustapha, 2005) described as the creative
divisions of Autonomia. However, as described, some of the strikes led to police
violence and revenge actions from minority groups carried out by the demonstrat-
ing activists. This created disputes and even violence within the movements themselves.
The autonomy of Autonomia was most likely to have been the reason why the
movement reached the level it did, seen in the perspectives of demonstrations and
other events. Though Autonomia initially was formed to create a space for the
’real’ workers, it rapidly expanded to benefit from the force of the many dissatisfied
minorities within the Italian society. We argue that without these social circumstances
and the general dissatisfaction of the workers, it is unlikely that Autonomia would
have been able to mobilise the masses and indulge them in their actions, such as
autoriduzione. As ’International Review’ (1979, no.16) argued, there could not have
been actions of autoriduzione in such a scale, including the reduction of electricity and
gas bills, had it not been for the support of the local society. If the construction of
Autonomia had only been for the workers, meaning an exclusion of the non-workers,
such actions could not have been realised in practice.
One could also argue that Autonomia expanded to the extent that it did, because
of the multitude of people it involved. We furthermore claim that a successful
autonomous movement never was a real possibility, and that Autonomia could
exemplify the difficulties of an autonomous structure. The autonomy and diversity
granted the people within the movement a great amount of freedom to evolve and
express themselves as individuals. This freedom resulted in its inability to coherently
organise its actions as a unified movement. Had Autonomia created some boundaries
and guidelines for their members, it would have been easier for them to control their
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members. This however would have undermined the original idea and foundation of
Autonomia, such a move of centralisation would have turned the movement towards
the direction of centralisation as Potere Operaio. Anyhow, this did to some extent
occur within some of the sub-movements who were discussing the possible future of
Autonomia: to be autonomous, more radical and violent, or even move towards being
part of the Italian political scene - something that Negri at a point had hoped for.
This debate may have been the death of the concept of Autonomia and therefore also
of the movement.
Many years after Autonomia had divided, Negri, in 2000, concluded that: "In practical
terms, the movement died over the problem of the party." (Negri in Wright in Murphy
and Mustapha, 2005, 97).
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Summary
7.1 English Summary
Our second part is focused on the Italian philosopher Antonio Negri and his philosophy
on the Marxist struggle of the workers movement. Antonio Negri was one of the most
outstanding thinkers of that period. His philosophy was inspired by Marx and Lenin’s
interpretation of Marx. Some of the interesting issues that Negri considered in relation
to the workers movements were; ’the subject of power’ and ’autoriduzione’.
Antonio Negri finds in the workers’ and the autonomous’ struggles a stage for him to
practice his philosophy on their common struggle to revolutionise the Italian society.
The primary sources are two collections of pamphlets written by Antonio Negri, in the
period of interest, both books were published in 2005: "Books for Burning - Between
Civil War and Revolution" and "Time for Revolution".
7.2 Dansk Resumé
Dette project omhandler den italianske klassekamp i en periode fra midten af 1960’erne
til 1979. Projektet har to fokus områder:
Det ene fokus omhandler to italianske arbejderbevægelser; Potere Operaia, en
bevægelse der især var aktiv i perioden fra 1968 til 1972, og bevægelsen Autonomia
Operaia som bliver fulgt fra dens oprindelse i 1972 og til 1979.
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Den anden del af projektet omhandler den italienske filosof Antonio Negri. Antonio
Negri var en af de mere fremtrædende tænkerer i denne periode. Antonio Negris
inspirationskilder var bl.a. Marx, samt Lenins fortolkning af Marx. Nogle af de
mere interessante emner Antonio Negri beskæftiger sig med er ’subjectets magt’ og
’autoriduzione’(selv reducering af priser).
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Appendix
9.1 Class struggle according to Marx and Lenin
9.1.1 A brief introduction to Communism
Negri and the workers movement that are the concern of this project were inspired by
Marx and Lenin’s interpretation of Marx.
In order to give an account of the communistic idea and philosophy that to a wide
extent inspired or was applied onto the movements here will follow a chapter on
traditional Marxist-Communism and of Marxist-Leninism. This paragraph will only
be concerned with the original communistic manifesto from 1848 by Engels and
Marx. The selective choice is made partly because Negri was inspired mainly by early
Marxism, before ’Das Kapital’. Furthermore this project main focus lies with Negri
and the movements and this paragraph will be used as background knowledge to
improve the understanding of the thinking and actions in relation to Marxism.
Thus here follows some of the main points of the Communistic Manifesto, anno 1848.
9.1.2 The Foundation Of Communism, According To The Commu-
nistic Manifesto Of 1848
According to the manifesto the Bourgeois’ are a result of the large-scale industry
that followed from the discovery of new land, e.g. America; these discoveries resulted
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in an increasing opportunity for gaining capital. The manifesto describes how this
development represses, what it described as the natural hierarchic order amongst
different classes, and how this development lead to a political development in advantage
of the Bourgeois’. At the time of the manifesto the Bourgeois’ have the power and
the state is therefore made by and for the Bourgeois according to Marx and Engels
(ch.1,1848).
The manifesto describes how the BourgeoisŠ have imposed their civilisation world
wide and that is on the cost of the national/local culture. As capitalism has spread
the nations have become increasingly dependent on each other for trading goods and
to keep their economies stabile.
The manifesto describes this as the hegemony of the Bourgeois’.This hegemony
results in economic crisis that results in the destruction of ”...a great part not only
of the existing products, but also of the previously created productive forces...”
(Engels and Marx ch.1, 1848) According to Marx the Bourgeois’ will self-destruct as
a result of their own values and their imposing of their values on the worker and peasant.
”The weapons with which the bourgeoisie felled feudalism to the ground are now
turned against the bourgeoisie itself.” (ibid)
Marx describes how the proletarians are dependent on the Bourgeois’, since they only
exist as workers because of the work they make for the Bourgeois and as long as they
do so they assist in increasing the capital profit. The work of the modern worker
(anno 1848) is not attractive to the worker since they work by machines without any
influence or challenge in their daily work routines. The salary paid for the job is so
low that it is just enough to survive, whereas the capitalists make a large profit by
exploiting the worker. From the beginning of industrial time and to the writing of the
manifesto the Bourgeois’ have managed to exploit the worker even further by making
them work harder and longer.
”In proportion as the bourgeoisie, i.e., capital, is developed, in the same proportion
is the proletariat, the modern working class, developed - a class of labourers, who
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live only so long as they find work, and who find work only so long as their labour
increases capital.”
The manifesto describes how the struggle against the Bourgeois and the exploitation
of the worker started with just a few workers, then factories and finally the entire mass
of workers world wide.
In order for the proletarians to move in the society where they must form a mass
movement from below and revolutionise the entire society.
”Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bourgeoisie today, the proletariat
alone is a really revolutionary class. The other classes decay and finally disappear in
the face of Modern Industry; the proletariat is its special and essential product.” (ibid).
In the second chapter of the Communist Manifesto Marx and Engels outline some of
the aims of the Communists:
”The immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that of all other proletarian
parties: formation of the proletariat into a class, overthrow of the bourgeois supremacy,
conquest of political power by the proletariat.” (Engels and Marx ch.2, 1848).
Marx goes through a number of different issues that need to be changed. The most
important is to abolish the private property and thus to make all land and production
state owned. It is however underlined that communism does not stop people from
gaining material goods, but just that the material goods should be earned by ones own
work. (ibid).
Marx outlines some of the means to obtain these goals; to enforce labour on everybody;
dissolve the family and all the inheritance of family property; make child-raising a
public affair and dissolve the Bourgeois’ nation and form a new proletarian nation that
will be completely different and more present than the bourgeois’ (ibid).
”In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and class antagonisms, we shall
have an association, in which the free development of each is the condition for the free
development of all.” (ibid).
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The Communistic Manifesto rounds of with this declaration and demand:
”The Communists disdain to conceal their views and aims. They openly declare that
their ends can be attained only by the forcible overthrow of all existing social condi-
tions. Let the ruling classes tremble at a Communistic revolution. The proletarians
have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to win.”
”Working men of all countries unit”(Engels and Marx ch.4; 1848).
9.2 Marxist-Leninism
Lenin was one of the most influential interpreters of Marx in Italy in the 60’s and 70’s,
this paragraph will be concerned with the aims of communism in Russia, and Lenin’s
thoughts of 1905 which Negri found to be the most inspiring. There will also follow a
section on how Lenin inspired Negri according to Michael Hardt.
9.2.1 1899 the aims of the Russian Social Democrats
In 1899 Lenin set up a proposal for some of the most important issues that should
be present in a renewed version of the Russian Social Democrat Manifest or party
program.
It was two fold, one part was to outline the dreads of the capitalistic society and to
outline the benefits and advantages of class struggle and communism. (Lenin,1899)
The other part that Lenin felt was important to implement was also in the original,
15 years older, version of their party program as well as it was a central part of Marx’
Communistic Manifesto - the aim of improving living conditions. Lenin outlines 9
focal points on this subject, these points are concerned with working hours and resting
hours, minimum work age and workers rights as well as making a court for the workers.
(Lenin, 1899).
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9.2.2 Leninism anno 1905
This next paragraph will be concerned with the ideas of Lenin in 1905, this is as
pointed out, not the traditional understanding of Leninism; it is however the part of
Lenin’s works that Antonio Negri found the most inspiring in his writings on revolution
and revolutionary movements.
It can probably not be described better what lies ahead of the 1905 attempt of
revolution in Russia than Liebman (1970) does in his article:
”The year 1905 saw the first encounter between Leninism and revolution. Until 1905
Lenin had been concerned with working out the theory and everyday practice of the
instrument of the revolution, the vanguard Party. He had elaborated its structural
requirements and operational methods. He had developed some of his most important,
concepts - the necessity of Party centralisation, the discipline by which it must be
ruled, and the role of the Party in guiding the masses and organising them into
cadres in order to counteract the defects of a spontaneity which he had forcefully
stressed. Finally, Lenin had stressed, especially in What Is to Be Done? the prime
importance of a party of professional revolutionaries constituting, as it were, a political
and military order capable of both struggling against police repression and providing
a bulwark against opportunism. These ideas represented the first systematic and
coherent conception of an elitist Party having the task of directing the activity of the
proletariat.” (Liebman, 1970).
This quote stems from an article from 1970 by Marcel Liebman, with the sub-title ”a
revolution that shook a doctrine”. With this back ground information on Lenin’s and
the Social Democrats of Russia’s traditional thoughts on centralism, Negri however
found his later writings relevant and useful in the Italian class struggle that this
project is concerned with.
Lenin and the spontaneity of the subject:
In 1905 Lenin, who had been a firm believer in a small Socialistic Party Comity
(centralism) that would direct the thoughts and actions of the large masses of workers
and poor peasants, changed his mind and the party was opened up to the masses.
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This meant that the Socialistic Democratic party of Russia increased its number of
members about 10 folds and the movement was first described as a mass movement
(ibid).
The motivation for such a mass movement was according to Lenin himself to keep up
with the new revolutionary powers in the society (Lenin in Liebman, 1970). These new
powers were full of spontaneity that could be beneficial for the party. This spontaneity
was however something that Lenin in the 18-hundreds had warned against himself,
but in 1905 he saw it as strength (ibid).
”Lenin developed these ideas as the 1905 Revolution unfolded. They had a twofold
meaning: on the one hand, they marked the transformation of the elitist conception of
the Party into that of a mass Party; and on the other, they implied a reorientation of
the relationship between the revolutionary organisation and the masses ie, a new way
of viewing the problem of spontaneity.”(Liebman, 1970) Lenin did not only want to
increase the number of members within the movement, he did also want to increase
the number of sub-movements, even minority groups within. In 1905, at the Bolshevik
congress, it was decided that the different sub-movements could be more free than they
had been earlier, as long as they did no disagree with the centre on the central goal -
to overrule the Tsar and the bourgeois’ and impose a Marxist state. This increased
freedom was also done to make the movement more democratic (ibid).
The proletariat and their spontaneity were, according to Liebman, now seen as an
important resource in a successful revolution. Unlike the earlier pessimistic view on
the worker that could not do anything without being guided by the main comity
”these masses were developing a basically political and revolutionary movement of
extraordinary breadth and depth. The proletariat, moreover, frequently evidenced
greater clarity of purpose and more lucid judgment than the leaders who were
supposed to guide them.”(Ibid). Moreover, Lenin generally turned to support the
self-organisation of the proletariat and raged at the regional movements that did not
manage to mobilise the masses and increase their numbers, these movements where
still stock in traditional Leninism (ibid).
The Russian revolution of 1905 did not succeed, but according to Liebman these
were the same ideas of worker spontaneity that Lenin in 1917 revolutionised with (ibid).
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9.3 Negri and Leninism
The April days in Italy 1968 were seen as a prelude to revolution. Events where
moving fast and Negri and his fellow left-wing thinkers had to struggle to keep up the
pace with the masses (Hardt in ed. Murphy et Mustapha, 2005, 7-8).
To many of the philosophers at the time, including Negri, Leninism offered a different
approach to Marxism that seemed to fit the current needs.
In an interview from 1979 Negri expresses that there was simple no way around Lenin
(ibid, 13). To Negri the choice of Lenin’s interpretation of Marx over ’just’ Marx was
that Negri feared to repeat the failures of Marxism, he felt that Marxism had become
”a process without a subject” - a revolution but not for the sake of the people (ibid,
8).
Lenin gave Negri the remedies to ask important questions such as what the working
class in Italy anno 1968 really was and to recognise that the working class was a
subject of power which could recreate and manage society on its own (ibid).
This is where Negri find his main inspiration in Lenin; the organisation of the working
class. By realising that the subjectivity and spontaneity of the worker should be
the centrepiece in the Leninist organisation. In this way Negri differs a bit from the
ordinary interpretation of Lenin in that most time Lenin is read with focus on the
criticism of the economy (Marxism work with criticism of the capital) (ibid, 14-15).
Hardt (ibid) describes Lenin’s two main parts, the first he describes as an economic
struggle where the worker’s spontaneity and subjectivity is the main assets of the
struggle. The second is a political struggle, Hardt describes as an aftermath of the first
’part’ of Leninism, in this Lenin attacks the submission to the workers spontaneity that
he promoted in the first round. By this he means that there should be a leap from
the ”particular to the general”(ibid 16-17). Negri reads this part of Leninism as the
organisations must raise the level of consciousness. Negri refuses any attempt to make
an organisation without a level of spontaneity from the workers that are the centre of
the organisation (ibid).
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